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The BODIPY dyes are a versatile family of chromophores that have found use in ﬂuorescence based bioimaging and other applications. The BODIPY core can be substituted in a vast number of ways, but the
photophysical changes, such as shifts in absorption spectra, are not always immediately obvious from the
molecular structure. We introduce a simple model that let you vary the electron withdrawing or electron
donating character of each substituent continuously to get an overview of the landscape of possible
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spectral shifts. The features of substituted BODIPY cores are compared to the corresponding linear
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system, giving a new perspective on BODIPY photophysics. Using the model, we are able to rationalize
the trend seen in a family of BODIPY, with chalcogen-containing substituents, as being due to a change
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in electronegativity.

1 Introduction
Since the introduction of the first difluoro-boraindacene
(BODIPY) in 1968, the BODIPY core has been substituted with
a large range of functional groups in order to tune its photophysical properties.1–6 As a result, BODIPY fluorophores have
found numerous applications in fluorescence based bioimaging.7 Besides imaging and tracking of labeled compounds, the BODIPY fluorophores have also found applications as sensor probes, e.g. for monitoring of pH, ion concentrations, viscosity, and temperature.8–13
Fluorophores in the red and NIR region of the spectrum are
usually more favorable than their shorter wavelength counterparts, because they can minimize unwanted auto-fluoresence
from biological material and increase penetration depth in
tissue.14 Therefore, understanding how substituents and
their position shift the absorption and emission spectra is
important for tailoring new BODIPY fluorophores for specific
applications. Many groups have explored the properties of substituted BODIPY species, often with symmetric substitutions.1,15–20
Fron et al. studied the eﬀect of substituting diﬀerent chalcogen containing groups (O, S, Se, Te), which acted as electron
donating groups (EDGs), due to the lone pair on the chalcogen, on sites 3 and 5 (a symmetric site pattern) of the BODIPY
core, see Fig. 1.15 They found that a red-shift occurred as they
moved down the chalcogen group of the periodic table if the
same EDGs are added to both sites. This could be due to both
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the electron donating nature of the substituents or an extension of the π-system. Fron et al. suggested that the red-shift
was due to the electronegativity of the chalcogen atom.15
Others have seen similar trends in other chalcogen substituted
fluorophores.21–23
In the case where sites 3 and 5 had an asymmetric substitution pattern with chalcogens, the absorption band was positioned between the bands of the corresponding molecules
with symmetric substitution patterns. The absorption maxima
of BODIPY 1Se1O was between that of BODIPY 2O and
BODIPY 2Se.15 Rohand et al. saw a similar trend when the
π-system was extended symmetrically and asymmetrically at
sites 3 and 5.16

Fig. 1 Molecular structures of the BODIPY core, with the atom numbering, along with the chalcogen substituted BODIPY derivatives studied
by Fron et al. Ph corresponds to a phenyl group, Me is a methyl group,
while Ar is a meso-aryl (methyl-phenyl) group.
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To explain these observations and trends, we construct a
simple model describing the BODIPY π-system, where the frontier orbitals reside, at the Hückel theory/tight binding level.
The impact of a substituent is represented by a single parameter shifting the on-site energy of the carbon atom in the
BODIPY core according to the electron-donating or -withdrawing nature of the substituent. With this model we can explore
the consequences of arbitrary substitution of a BODIPY core.
We provide a range of results revealing some general trends
and possible strategies for extreme red-shifts. Additionally, a
detailed comparison of the spectral shifts of substituted
BODIPY cores to the corresponding linear systems gives us a
new perspective on BODIPY photophysics.
Using our model we are able to rationalize the trends of
spectral shifts of the chalcogen substituted BODIPY cores
reported by Fron et al.15 Also, the behavior of a series of
halogen substituted BODIPY cores can be understood.19 We
discuss the inherent limitations of the model, emphasizing
that it can provide a quick overview of the eﬀects of substitutions, but that it will not replace high-level calculations of
spectral shifts for specific dyes.

2

Methods

2.1

Hückel model

We represent the electronic structure of BODIPY by a Hückel
(or tight-binding) Hamiltonian. The frontier orbitals of a dye
like BODIPY reside almost exclusively on the conjugated
π-system, thus we make the basic assumption that it will
suﬃce to treat only the π-system. The Hamiltonian contains α
and β parameters, representing the Coulomb integral of each
orbital and the resonance integrals between directly bonded
atoms respectively.24,25 For the BODIPY core 11 orbitals are
involved, one pz-orbital for each carbon atom and a lone pair
for each of the two nitrogen atoms. The α and β parameters
can vary across the elements, thus the Hamiltonian, (which
can be seen in the ESI†) contains four parameters: site energies for carbon and nitrogen, αC, αN and coupling parameters
for C–C or C–N bonds, βCC, βCN. Finally, the Hamiltonian is
diagonalized and the HOMO–LUMO gap is used as an approximate excitation energy.
Substitutions to the core are modeled by changing the α
parameter of the addition site. If a substituent is added to site
n the parameter is changed as:
αn ¼ αC þ Sn :
If the substituent is an EDG, the substitution parameter is
positive, Sn > 0, and conversely, if the substituent is an EWG,
the parameter is negative, Sn < 0. We note that this simple
model cannot treat substituents which extend the conjugated
system of the BODIPY core.
2.2

Hückel parameters

We rely on literature values for the Hückel parameters.
Purcell and Singer have parametrized the variation across
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elements in terms of reference parameters α0 and β0.26 They
define:
αN ¼ α0 þ hN  β 0
βCN ¼ kCN  β0

αC ¼ α0 þ hC  β 0
βCC ¼ kCC  β0

and we use their parameters hN = 0.24, hC = 0.07, kCN = 1,
kCC = 1. The α0 parameter sets the zero point of the energy
scale and can arbitrarily be set to zero, α0 = 0 eV. The value for
the β0 = −2.7 eV parameter is taken from Garner et al.27 Our
final parameters take the values αN = −0.648, αC = −0.189, and
βCN = βCC = β0 = −2.7 eV. All substitution parameters and spectral shifts will be reported in electron volts, but we have suppressed the unit in the notation.
With the chosen parameters, the excitation energy of the
BODIPY core equals 2.55 eV or approximately 486 nm. This
compares to experimental absorption wavelengths of
499–505 nm.28,29 We could, of course, have reparametrized our
model to reproduce this range, but we would have no guarantee that the excitation energies of substituted species would be
equally accurate. Hückel theory does not provide high quality
quantitative predictions.
In the simulations presented below, the substitution parameters Sn cover the range from −3 to 3 (eV). This roughly
covers the experimentally accessible range. More quantitative
comments on this are made below, when we study a specific
family of substituted BODIPY dyes.
Throughout, we plot or report the peak shift defined as the
excitation energy of the BODIPY core minus the excitation
energy of the species in question (ΔE):
Peak shift ¼ 2:55 eV  ΔE:
With this sign convention, red-shifted absorption correspond to positive peak shifts, and blue-shifted absorption
correspond to negative peak shifts.
2.3

DFT calculations

All electronic structure calculations presented in this article
where performed with the Gaussian09 software. DFT geometry
optimizations of the ground state of the BODIPY derivatives
were done using the CAM-B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of theory.30–34
The same level of theory was used for the TD-DFT calculations,
these can be seen in the ESI.† The functional CAM-B3LYP is a
popular choice for TD-DFT, as it includes a long-range correction.30 It has previously been used to investigate BODIPY dyes
and other fluorophores.21,35–37

3

Results and discussion

3.1

Symmetric substitution

Many groups have studied symmetrically substituted BODIPY
dyes, and we focus on these in this section.1,15–20 Results for
asymmetric substitutions are presented in the ESI.†
Fig. 2 compares peak shifts of symmetrically substituted
BODIPY cores with the corresponding linear systems. In part A
of the figure, the familiar behavior, known from color struc-
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Fig. 2 (A) Peak shift induced by symmetric substitution of the linear
molecule corresponding to the BODIPY core. (B) Peak shift induced by
symmetric substitution of the BODIPY core.

ture relationship theory, for an odd numbered linear chain of
π-orbitals is shown.38,39 Substitutions on the unstarred sites
(3,5 or 1,7 or 8) show similar behavior. EDGs induce blueshifts and EWGs induce red-shifts. Substitution on the starred
atoms (2,6) show the opposite trend.
When the π-system is fused onto itself with two five-membered rings as in BODIPY, the trends are markedly diﬀerent, as
can be seen in Fig. 2B. Substitution on site 8 does induce the
same shift as for the linear system. However, the susceptibility
(slope) is twice as large. All other symmetric substitutions now
seem to red-shift absorption. Substitution on sites 3 and 5 does
dip slightly into the blue-shifted region, but only for an interval of
Sn parameters between −1.5 and 0. Strong red-shifts are obtained
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by EWGs on atom 8 or EDGs elsewhere. A discussion of the shift
in the underlying frontier orbital energies is provided in the ESI.†
When more than one substituent will be fused onto the
core, we could envision varying their electron donating or electron withdrawing character independently. Fig. 3 explores the
possibilities in this case. In each panel, the substitution parameter Sn for the site(s) indicated is varied along one axis. The
peak shift is indicated by an intuitive color coding.
The linear system is treated in panels A–C. The corresponding curves of Fig. 2A are found along the diagonals of the
panels. The sign of the peak shift alternates across the panels
as the substitutions are on unstarred (3,5 or 1,7) or starred
(2,6) atoms. Oﬀ the diagonal there is a slight curvature,
showing that the eﬀects of the substituents are not merely
additive. In panels A, C (and the blue part of panel B), the redshift is slightly weaker, or the blue-shift stronger, than if the
eﬀects were additive. This eﬀect is reversed in the red-shifted
part of panel B. We note that the magnitude of the peak shift
is larger when the substituents are closer to the center of the
chain. The panels D–F showing BODIPY substitutions are
qualitatively diﬀerent. In panels D and E the combined peak
shift is highly non-additive. The red-shift is largely set by the
strongest EDG. In panel F we get the counterintuitive suggestion that the strongest red-shift is obtained when an EDG is
combined with an EWG. A general disclaimer may be relevant
here. The model is based on molecular orbital theory, thus we
cannot expect charge transfer excited states, relevant for strong
push–pull systems, to be described very well, if at all. Blueshifts are barely possible in panels D–F. Only a small blob near
the center of panel D. These panels predict that substitution of
EDG’s on to sites 2 and 6 will lead to the largest red-shift.
Panels G–I explore symmetric trisubstitutions. They are
qualitatively similar and largely symmetrical around a vertical
axis close to the center. Substituents on sites 3,5 or 2,6 or 1,7
will red-shift the absorption. It does not matter much whether
the substituents are EDG or EWG. The red-shift is strongest in
combination with an EWG on atom 8. Blue-shift only occurs
with an EDG on atom 8.
Asymmetric substitution patterns are explored in the ESI.†
3.2

Maximum peak shifts

Lu et al. have studied several BODIPY derivatives, reviewing
experimental and TD-DFT calculation data, and found that the
largest red-shift was achieved at sites 3 and 5.40 According to
our model, Fig. 3D–F, site 2 and 6 are able to give the largest
red-shifts. However, the diﬀerence between 3,5 and 2,6 is small.
In order to sample the full range of possible shifts, we
tested all possible substitution patterns with up to 7 substituents on the BODIPY core, see ESI.† A highly EWG on atom 8
leads to a large red-shift. Yet, an even larger red-shift is
obtained by also substituting strong EDGs on atoms 1 and 2.
A strongly EDG on atom 8 gave rise to a large blue-shift.
Slightly larger blue-shifts were observed when multiple EWGs
were added, while the EDG on atom 8 remained.
The full exploration of possible shifts also revealed a key
shortcoming of our model. Fig. 4 shows the excitation energies
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Fig. 3 Calculated peak shifts. Negative values correspond to a blue-shift. Positive values to a red-shift. Linear molecule with two substituents on
atoms: (A) 3 and 5, (B) 2 and 6, (C) 1 and 7. BODIPY with two substituents on atoms: (D) 3 and 5, (E) 2 and 6, (F) 1 and 7. BODIPY with three substituents, one on atom 8 and two on atoms: (G) 3 and 5, (H) 2 and 6, (I) 1 and 7.

of the maximally red- and blue-shifted substituted BODIPYs as
a function of the number of substituents. It is based on data
provided in the ESI.†
With three substituents the excitation energy drops to zero
for the most red-shifted species! We do not expect BODIPY
dyes to turn metallic. It seems reasonable that the most redshifted excitation energies will plateau, but our model can not
provide a credible estimate of a converged excitation energy.
Similarly, the excitation energy of the maximally blueshifted species also plateaus. Considering the red-shift

1318 | Photochem. Photobiol. Sci., 2019, 18, 1315–1323

plateau, a similar element may be in play here suggesting that
we cannot have much confidence in the excitation energies
beyond a few substituents.

3.3

Chalcogen substituted BODIPY dyes

We have used the model to investigate the BODIPYs studied by
Fron et al. Other than the compounds seen in Fig. 1, Fron
et al. also studied BODIPY 2Cl where chlorine was placed on
site 3 and 5.
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Table 1 Peak shift and excitation energies, ΔE, (experimentally in THF).
Along with S3/5 values of the substituents and electronegativity (EN) of
the binding atoms15,41,42

Derivative

Peak shift
(eV)

ΔE
(eV)

S3/5

EN

BODIPY 2O
BODIPY 2S
BODIPY 2Se
BODIPY 2Te

0.15
0.40
0.43
0.55

2.40
2.15
2.12
2.00

0.59
1.67
1.82
2.38

3.44
2.58
2.55
2.10

BODIPY 2Cl

0.12

2.43

0.50

3.16

Fig. 4 Excitation energies of the maximally red- and blue-shifted substituted BODIPYs as a function of the number of substituents.

3.3.1 DFT geometry. The BODIPY fluorophores studied by
Fron et al. had several groups that could contribute to the
π-system – the meso-aryl (methyl-phenyl) group on site 8 and
the phenyl groups of the chalcogen substituents on sites 3
and 5. We determined the extent of the π-system using the
DFT optimized structures. These showed that the meso-aryl
group and the chalcogen substituents were all out of plane
with the BODIPY core and did not contribute to the π-system,
see Fig. 5. The chalcogen atoms may have contributed to the
π-system to some extent. However, we have assumed that they
did not. In all derivatives the core was almost planar, giving
optimal overlap of the pz and lone-pair orbitals, see the ESI†
for all structures. This meant that the Hückel matrix for the
BODIPY core used above was suﬃcient to study the chalcogen
substituted BODIPY derivatives.
3.3.2 Symmetric substitution. Using the model described
in Section 2 we have looked at the BODIPY derivatives studied
by Fron et al. The meso-aryl group on atom 8 is slightly electron
aryl
donating. Yet, for simplicity we assume S8 = 0.

Fig. 5 Optimized structure of BODIPY 2O. Calculations performed at
the DFT/CAM-B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of theory.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry and Owner Societies 2019

Fig. 6 Absorption spectra calculated from the Hückel model. Only the
symmetric derivatives are shown here: (blue) no substituents, (green)
BODIPY 2O, (red) BODIPY 2S, (light blue) BODIPY 2Se, and ( purple)
BODIPY 2Te. Gaussian functions are added to emulate spectra.

To model the symmetric BODIPY derivatives we found the
S3/5 value of each substituent by fitting the excitation energies
to the experimental results in THF.15 Due to the lone-pair on the
chalcogen binding atoms the chalcogen groups are EDGs. From
probing the model we knew that the S3/5 values became larger as
the excitation energy was red-shifted. The S3/5 values along with
the experimental and modeled excitation energies are seen in
Table 1 and the modeled spectrum can be seen in Fig. 6.
3.3.3 Asymmetric substitution pattern. We also modeled
one BODIPY derivative (BODIPY 1Se1O) with an oxygen and a
selenium containing substituent on sites 3 and 5 (an asymmetric substitution pattern). We used the S3/5 values found
above for BODIPY 2O and BODIPY 2Se. The excitation energy
from the model was close to the excitation energy of the experiment, see Table 2. As seen in experiments the excitation
energy of an asymmetric BODIPY dye (BODIPY 1Se1O) was
between the excitation energy of the two symmetric BODIPY
dyes.15 This shows that the model can be used to approximately predict excitation energies of dyes using the fitted Sm
n
values from experimental data for the substituted groups on
specific sites.
This substitution pattern is seen in panel D of Fig. 3.
Where BODIPY 2O and BODIPY 2Se are on the diagonal and
BODIPY 1Se1O is positioned of diagonal, see Fig. 7. Panel E of
Fig. 3 shows the same trend, but panel F does not. If the same
Sm
n (0.59 and 1.82) values were used on sites 1 and 7 the exci-
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Table 2 Excitation energies, ΔE, of BODIPY 1Se1O from experiment in
THF and calculated with the Hückel model

BODIPY 1SE1O

Experiment

Model

Peak shift (eV)
ΔE (eV)
Sm
n

2.27

0.33
2.22
0.59 and 1.82

Fig. 7 Symmetric and asymmetric substitution on site 3 and 5. (Yellow
dot) BODIPY 2O, (blue dot) BODIPY 2Se, and (green dot) BODIPY 1Se2O.

tation energy of the asymmetric BODIPY would be lower (have
a higher peak shift) than both the corresponding symmetric
BODIPYs.
3.4

Other substituents on sites 3 and 5

Rohand et al. studied BODIPY derivatives with a meso-aryl
group on site 8 and EDG’s on site 3 and 5 and analyzed them
in methanol, see structures in ESI.† The EDG’s had oxygen,
nitrogen, sulfur, and carbon as binding atoms. We found S3/5
values for each substituent, see Table 3. The oxygen containing
OPh
group (OMe) had a SOMe
3=5 value of 0.48, close to the S3=5 value of
0.59 found for BODIPY 2O. The sulfur containing group
(S–C-1ester) had an ester instead of a phenyl ring and the
SS3=5 value, of 1.45, was only slightly lower than the SSPh
3=5 value of

1.67 found for BODIPY 2S. Rohand et al. also studied two
nitrogen containing substituents. We found a SN
3=5 value of
1.58 for piperidine and a SNHPH
value of 1.85 for NHPh which
3=5
are also similar. The variations to the S3/5 values between
similar substituent occur because we are capturing all their
diﬀerences in one parameter. However, the binding atom can
still give a good indication of the S3/5 value.
Looking at Fig. 3D it is clear that for a symmetric substitution on sites 3 and 5 there are two possible S3/5 parameters
which give the same positive peak shift (red-shift). One S3/5 is
positive and the other is negative, corresponding to EDG’s and
EWG’s. In most cases we know if a substituent is an EDG or an
EWG but the Halogens are a borderline case. Halogens are
EWG with regards to the inductive eﬀect and EDG with
regards to the resonance eﬀect. Removing or adding energy to
the on-site energies, in the Hückel matrix, corresponds to the
inductive eﬀect. However, due to the parameters being fitted
to experimental values we also include the resonance eﬀect.
For Cl on site 3 and 5 (studied by Fron et al.) we have chosen
the positive SCl
3=5 value of 0.50, letting the resonance eﬀect
dominate, rather than the negative value of −2.59. If SCl
3=5 =
−2.59 had been chosen, we would be implying that Cl is a
highly EWG, which it is not.
3.5

Other substituents on site 8

A diﬀerent type of variation on the BODIPY core – not on site 3
and 5 – is to add diﬀerent groups to site 8, and leave the other
sites with just hydrogen. Boens et al. substitued with halogens
(Cl, Br, and I) and studied the absorption in several solvents.
Between the solvents the S8 value varied with up to 0.1. Both
Boens et al. and Leen et al. studied these BODIPY derivatives
in THF with similar results. We found S8 values of −0.21,
−0.22, and −0.26 for Cl, Br, and I respectively, see Table 3.
Using the data from Fron et al. we found SCl
3=5 = 0.50. So on
sites 3/5 (with the ignored meso-aryl group on 8) the resonance
eﬀect dominates where as on site 8 the inductive eﬀect is
dominant.18,19
Boens et al. also added chalcogen and pnictogen substituents to site 8 and studied the absorption in several solvents. In
THF, the oxygen containing group OMe had a SOMe
value of
8
0.61, see Table 3. While the substituent OPh has a SOPh
value
8

Table 3 Peak shift and transtion energies, ΔE, experimental and calculated with the Hückel method. Along with S3/5 and S8 values of the substituents, and electronegativities (EN) of the binding atoms. The structures of all compounds studied can be found in ESI17–19,41

Site 3 and 5

Site 8

Substituent

Peak shift (eV)

ΔEa (eV)

S3/5

EN

Substituent

Peak shift (eV)

ΔEb (eV)

S8

EN

OMe
S–C-1ester
Piperidine
NHPh

0.12
0.35
0.38
0.44

2.43
2.20
2.17
2.11

0.48
1.45
1.58
1.85

3.44
2.58
3.04
3.04

Cl
Br
I
OMe
OPh
SPh
NHPh

0.08
0.09
0.10
−0.25
−0.17
0.06
−0.45

2.47
2.46
2.45
2.80
2.72
2.49
3.00

−0.21
−0.22
−0.26
0.61
0.41
−0.15
1.09

3.16
2.96
2.66
3.44
3.44
2.58
3.04

a

Experimentally in methanol. b Experimentally in THF.
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of 0.41 on site 8. The sulfur containing group SPh has a SSPh
8
value of −0.15. So, according to the model, the SPh group acts
as a slightly EWG on site 8 but as an EDG on sites 3 and 5 (in
methanol with the ignored meso-aryl group on 8).18 The nitrogen containing group (NHPh) has a SNHPh
value of 1.09 which
8
is lower than the SNHPh
value of 1.85. Generally we saw that the
3=5
binding atom could give an indication of what an appropriate
Sm
n may be for a substituent. However, this was not always the
case. In some cases, adding the same substituent to diﬀerent
sites gave very diﬀerent Sm
n values. We also saw that the solvent
does not seem to play a major role.
3.6

Electronegativity

Fron et al. speculated that the red-shift of the excitation energy
as we moved down the chalcogen group could be related to the
electronegativity (EN) of the binding atom, see Table 1. We
tested this theory for the chalcogen, halogen, and pnictogen
substituents found in Tables 1 and 3, see Fig. 8.

Paper

We found a linear correlation between the ENs and the Sn
values within a group (the chalcogens and the halogens), but only
when looking at the same substitution site (8 for halogens and
3/5 for chalcogens). The linear correlation was not present when
we looked between the sites or groups of the periodic table.

4 Conclusion
By creating a simple Hückel model, where only the on-site
energies of the BODIPY core were varied, we were able to test
all the possible site and substitution patterns. We found very
diﬀerent trends when comparing the symmetric substitutions
on the BODIPY core to the symmetric substitutions on the
corresponding linear molecule. In the linear molecule substitutions to site 3/5 behaved in a similar manner to substitutions on site 1/7 and substitution to site 2/6 behaved quite
diﬀerently, as expected from color structure relationship
theory. However, when the molecule is closed (by nitrogen and
boron) into BODIPY it is substitutions on site 3/5 and 2/6
which act in a similar way.
By studying all possible substitutions, we found that the
more groups we substitute on to the core the larger we were
able to get the red-shift. An EWG on site 8 gave a large redshift in most cases. However, if two substituents were added
the largest red-shift occurred with EDGs on sites 1 and 2.
We succeeded in modeling the absorption spectra of 3, 5
chalcogen substituted BODIPY dyes. The binding atom of the
substituent can give an indication of the on site energy.
Within a group in the periodic table, we saw a good correlation
between the EN of the binding atoms of the substituents and
the on site energies on specific substitution sites.
The model can easily be set up for other chromophores by
changing the Hamiltonian of the core so it represents a new
π-system.
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